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Format

The manuscript should be typed in an editable Word document using Times New Roman font in 12 point size and double line spacing throughout. The text should be prepared onto A4 paper size with margins of 25 mm, aligned left and the initial lines of all paragraphs indented 10 mm, without hyphenation.
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Headings

Use a clear system of headings to divide up and clarify the text. Use the following hierarchy: BOLD UPPER CASE, Bold, Bold italics, Italics, Underlined.

Footnotes

Footnotes to the text are not allowed.
Abbreviations

Abbreviations should be used sparingly. Initially use the term in full (both in the summary and the text), followed by the abbreviation in the parentheses. Thereafter use the abbreviations consistently.

SI units

All measurements must be given in standard SI units.

Terminology

Drugs should be referred to by their generic names. When a brand name is used, it shall begin with a capital letter and the manufacturer’s details should be given.

Do not use pejorative labels such as ‘schizophrenics’, instead refer to ‘patients with schizophrenia’.

Citation

Reference citations in the text should be identified by numbers in square brackets (for example: [1, 2]).

Length of the manuscript

Core text of the manuscript - without title page, summary, list of references, all enclosures, including captions and legends - no words limit.

TITLE PAGE

The first page should contain: the title of the paper, the full name(s) of the author(s), the affiliation(s) of the author(s), i.e. department, institution, town/city and country, and the full postal and e-mail address of the corresponding author.
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SUMMARY AND KEYWORDS

The second page should contain the Summary of about 350 words, followed by a list of 2-6 keywords (not present in the title, to assist indexing) obtained from the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) database of PubMed (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html). References should not be included in the Summary.

The Summary of original papers should be structured using the headings Background/Objective (questions addressed; principal aims of the study); Subjects and Methods (design, setting, sample, interventions, chief outcome measures); Results (main findings together with their statistical significance); Conclusions (related to results, limitations as appropriate, clinical and research implications).

Review articles, research papers, short communications and case reports should all have a Summary.

STRUCTURE OF THE TEXT

Original study

The text should be divided by subheadings into the following sections: Introduction (should end with the aims of the study); Subjects and Methods (Subjects with ethical considerations and informed consent, Methods, Statistical Analyses); Results (do not duplicate in the text all the data in tables or figures, but summarise the key findings); Discussion (state the strengths and limitations of the research); Conclusions.

Case report

The text should be divided by subheadings into the following sections: Introduction; Case Report; Discussion, Conclusion.

Review article

The text should be divided by subheadings into the following sections: Introduction; corresponding section headings; Conclusions.

The author of a review article (guarantor) should cite at least five auto-citations (references of which he/she was the author or co-author of the paper) of papers on the same subject published...
in peer-reviewed journals. Co-authors, if any, should also cite at least one auto-citation of papers on the same subject published in peer-reviewed journals.

**Education Article**

The text should be divided by subheadings into the following sections: Introduction; Methodology (explain sources of studies), Topic, Conclusion.

**Short Communication**

The text should be composed by explanation the topic, presenting the topic position in scientific / professional public, indicating of the further action needed for better topic covering in future.

**Letter to Editor**

The text of letter to Editor should be written briefly, logically lightning the point / reason why topic is so important, what questions / dilemmas should be open.

No limited number of paper words.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

General guidelines
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Color illustrations should be submitted as RGB (8 bits per channel). Color illustrations for online publication are free of charge.

Electronic supplementary material will be published as received from the authors without any conversion, editing, or reformatting.

Tables

To create a Table, Use Word format, the menu Table-Insert-Table, inserting the adequate number of rows and columns. By the right click of the mouse, use the options Merge Cells and Split Cells. Use single spacing and no indent to draw the tables.

Graphs

Graphs should be plotted in Excel in order to see the respective values distributed in the cells. The same graphs should be linked to Word document. The original Excel files should also be submitted.
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